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ABSTRACT. In the present work, we analyse the two dimensional (2-D) mode structures and global stability
of the Alfvkn branches, whose frequencies are close to the toroidicity induced A1fv.h continuum gap. The fully 2-D
problem is solved using a two spatial-scale WKBJ formalism without employing perturbation theory in treating
drive and damping terms. A code that solves the 2-D mode structures and global stability of the A1fvi.n branches
is presented. Applications to a model toroidal equilibrium with ITER relevant plasma parameters are analysed.
Results indicate that no unstable modes are present in the considered reference scenario.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the gap of the shear Alfvkn continuous spectrum,
produced by the toroidicity induced poloidal variation of the plasma equilibrium [l],discrete modes can
exist, called toroidal Alfv6n eigenmodes (TAEs) [2],
which can be destabilized by the resonant interaction
with alpha particles. For typical parameters of an ignition experiment, in fact, the Alfvkn frequency is of the
order of the alpha particle transit frequency [3].
The TAE stability is a result of competition among
several effects. The transit resonance with the bulk
ions plays a strongly stabilizing role in the plasma
core [4]. Meanwhile, trapped electron collisional effects
[5, 61 may be important in the outer part of the discharge. The alpha particle drive is localized around the
region of the maximum alpha pressure gradient. Thus,
the mode stability strongly depends on the radial
mode localization which can be determined only by
solving a fully two dimensional (2-D) problem. Furthermore, for realistic parameters, the effect of the
drive and damping terms cannot be treated perturbatively but should be considered at the same order
as that at which toroidicity enters [7-91. Finite orbit
widths of energetic particles [7-121 as well as bulk
ion finite Larmor radius effects [9, 13-15] also need
to be accounted for. The aim of the present paper
is to present a non-perturbative, fully 2-D analysis
of gap mode stability [8, 91. Applications to ITERlike equilibria will also be discussed. A preliminary
investigation of this problem, using perturbation theory in the drive and damping terms, has been presented in Ref. [16]. A comparison between the results
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presented here and those derived previously [16] will
serve the purpose of estimating the importance of nonperturbative analyses of energetic particle dynamics
and of bulk-ion kinetic effects.
Since the most unstable modes correspond to moderately high toroidal numbers n , the mode stability
can be properly addressed in the context of a 2-D
WKBJ formalism. Within this theoretical framework,
the global mode structure corresponds to the superposition of poloidal harmonics with similar shape, modulated by a global envelope A ( r ) . The eigenvalue problem is solved in two steps: at the first step the form
of each harmonic is determined; then, the structure
of the global envelope is found. A generic harmonic
with poloidal number m is characterized by a two
scale structure, namely a typical scale of the order a l m
far from the gap location ( a being the plasma minor
radius), and a typical scale Ea/m in the gap region
(E
a / R o , Ro being the plasma major radius). The
two scale nature of each harmonic is a consequence of
the narrowness of the gap induced by toroidal effects.
The function A ( r ) is determined at the next order in
the two scale-lengths WKBJ approach, by considering the radial variation of the equilibrium profiles. It
has been shown [17-191 that the width of the global
envelope is of the order of Ea. Thus, TAEs have the
character of a global instability also at high n.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2
the general form of the dispersion relation is presented.
In Section 3 the numerical code for the solution of
the radial mode problem is discussed. Applications to
the stability on ITER-like equilibria are presented in
Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
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2.

LOCAL DISPERSION FUNCTION

A circular flux surfaces tokamak equilibrium, described by the conventional ( s , a ) model [20], with s
the magnetic shear and a -Rq2P', is considered here.
In the high-n limit, the fluctuating scalar potential can be represented as [17-191

=

rq'/q

=

where 'T nq is a dimensionless radial 'flux' co-ordinate, ~ ( T , ' T- m ) is a 'shape function' accounting for fast
(compared with equilibrium) radial variation of the eigenmode structure at 'T - m II f 1 / 2 , and d ( T ) is given by
the WKBJ expression [17-191,

Here, K is an arbitrary constant and the WKBJ phase

e k ( 7 ) is

implicitly defined by the local dispersion relation

F ( ~7 ,;eh) = o

expressed in terms of the local dispersion function F ( w ;'T,O h ) (cf. later in this section).
Using the Fourier conjugate representation for the scalar potential $ ( T , T - m ) [17-191

the general form for the local dispersion function of toroidal Alfven modes can be derived by solving the following
vorticity equation with homogeneous boundary conditions [3, 8, 9, 151:

a; + 0 2 ( 1 +
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Here, 6 = p1l2@, p ( 0 ) = 1 + [ s ( e - O h ) - a sin el2, 0' = w 2 / w i , W A = wA/qR, W A is the Alfvhn speed,
2(r/Ro + A'), k e n q / r and A' is the derivative of the Shafranov shift.
In Eq. (41,
p i

= (k&ii/4)[3/4 + (T'e/T'i)(l

EO

=

- is)] - iIC$c2~/167rw

accounts for the kinetic effects associated with finite ion Larmor orbits and parallel electron dynamics: p ~ isi the
ion Larmor radius, is the plasma resistivity entering the parallel Ohm's law, while 6 describes other dissipative
effects associated, for example, with collisions with trapped electrons [5, 61 or, if properly modelled, also the usual
Landau collisionless dissipation. Typically, the most important dissipation mechanism related to the electron
dynamics is the trapped electron collisional damping [6]. Therefore, for 6 we use the following form [14]:

Here, v, = 4ne4n, In A/[m:/2(2Te)3/2], with In A being the Coulomb logarithm.
The summation in Eq. (4) is over the species and accounts for the resonant interaction of the mode with the
particle magnetic drifts. Hence, it includes the energetic particle drive and electron and ion 'drift' Landau damping.
Note that JO is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero index, with argument

xpj = kl(mjc/ejB)ui,
g(e)
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= cos e + [s(e - e,+) - a

= k; + k:,
sin

01

sin

~j

e,

= 47rwej/c 2 ,

adj =

wdj(8)

= ndjg(e),

1 ~ p z m j ( u i /+
2 ui)/ejBR
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and

(...)
= J d 3 w (...I
The distribution function 6Gj is derived from the gyrokinetic equation [3]

where wt = wll/qR is the transit frequency, QFoj = ( w d +
~ Cj*)jFoj, E = w 2 / 2 and Cj,jFoj = ( m j c / e j B ) ( k x
e 11 ).VFOj.
Equations (4), with homogeneous boundary conditions, and (6), with causality constraints, define a well posed
integrodifferential problem, leading to the desired general form of the local dispersion fmction. This problem
has been solved in Refs [7-91, using asymptotic techniques. The general form of the local dispersion function for
toroidal Alfv6n modes, obtained in Ref. [9], is

In Eq. ( 7 ) , Z f , G f , Hf and Lf are the same functions of (9,a , e k ) defined in Eq. (53) of Ref. [HI, where their
numerical values were tabulated and approximate analytical estimates of them were given. Moreover,

Here, A 2 = (k;/4)(p? + p i / 2 ) , pZ = fl$/k;w?, A$ = (k;/4)(pt + @p;/2), @b is the bounce angle for trapped
particles and p g = f l ; / k ; w 2 . Furthermore, a summation on all energetic particle species is implicitly assumed.
Equations (8) to (10) give the contribution of energetic particles to the mode dynamics for EO 5 k , j p E (here and
in the following, the subscript 'E' refers to energetic particle quantities). In the longer wavelength case, k e p <
~ EO,
the usual zero orbit analysis of energetic particle dynamics applies [3], and the quantities ~ W K ,~ ~U K
, , ,and ~ W K , T
are set to zero. The fast ion contribution, in this case, is accounted for by terms contained in the expressions for
F1, F2 and F3, appearing in Eq. (7) (cf. later in this section).
Equations (8) and (9) describe the well known wave-particle resonances at 2111 = W A and 'ut1 = WA/3. The
term ~ W K , can
,
be interpreted as the circulating particle contribution to the potential energy [8]. The analogous
~ U K , ,term has a similar interpretation, with the difference that it is vanishing for particle distribution functions
symmetric in W I I . Equation (10) gives the effect of trapped energetic particles. It describes the mode resonance
with the toroidal precession rate of the banana orbits 6 d and with the bounce motion of trapped particles between
magnetic mirror points at rate W b . Only the first bounce-resonance harmonic has been considered here, since higher
resonances occur at higher mode frequencies and are usually negligible [7, 81. In this simplified analysis, let us
consider one energetic particle species only, with a slowing down equilibrium distribution function, symmetric in
W I I and with fixed pitch angle. Considering only circulating particles, it is possible to show that ~ U K ,
=,SWK,T= 0
and that, for E O 5 k o p ~5 1 [7, 81,
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 35, No. 12 (1995)
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1/2/WcE and wtm are, respectively, the Larmor radius and
Here, CYE= -Roq2&, cro = u:/[Bo(ui+u:)], PLE,m = E m
the transit frequency at the maximum fast particle energy. Equation (11) is independent of the mode number, as
expected for the most unstable wavelengths, in the range EO 5 k , j p ~5 1 [7-121, and it describes the resonant
mode interaction with the energetic ions at w N ~ t m / 2and w N 3wtm/2.
The functions F1, F 2 and F3 in Eq. (7) are determined from the large4 solution of Eq. (4), and they depend
on the parameters f'*,AK and P2, where AK ~ ~ p $ / ( ~ o ff'*
l ~=) (f12
~ , - 1/4)/eoR2 f 1 - PIand [3]

=

2

Pi = eofl2B2 F

m j

(%+U;)

(

W

QFoj wz/4

- w2

+

" 1

9wz/4

-w2

j

Note that the core plasma finite Larmor radius effects appear through the parameter AK. The magnitude of AK
indicates the relative importance of kinetic and fluid (toroidicity) effects in determining the regular mode structure
of the various poloidal harmonics in the gap region [15]. Typically, one finds AK 5 1. The effect of the mode
resonances with the core plasma particles is accounted for by the M p1 and M p2 terms [3]. In the long wavelength
5 E O , the summation in Eqs (12a, b) is extended also to the energetic particles [3], and the M P1
regime,
and M /32 terms describe also the mode drive due to fast ions.

d x ,

In Ref. [18],expressions were given for F1, F 2 and F3 in the TAE case, yielding F1 =
F2 = (f'++f-)/2
and F3 = (f'+ - f'-)/2. In the general case, these functions are computed from the large-6' solution of Eq. (4). The
general forms for F1, F 2 and F3 are F l ( w ; 7 ) = (A(-)B(+) - B(-)A(+))/2, F ~ ( w
T );= -(A(-)A(+) + B(-)B(+))/2
and F 3 ( w ; 7 ) = (A(-)A(+) - B(-)B(+))/2. Expressions for A(*) and B(*)can be obtained either numerically or
by using a WKBJ approach, yielding [9]

for Ref'- 1 0 ,

for Ref'- < 0 and Ref'+ 1 1,
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for Ref'- < 0 and 0 < Ref'+ < 1,

for Ref'+ 5 0. In the above expressions, r ( z ) is the Euler gamma function, and a , A,
defined as

R

=

Ax- J

(AKz~ f'-)(F+

- A K Z ~dx,
)

T

=

Ax+J

(AKz~
- f'-)(f'+

A,

R and T have been

- A K Z ~dx)

with x+ = di.-+/AK. Equations (13a) to (16b) describe the coupling of toroidal Alfven modes with kinetic Alfvkn
waves, including the so-called radiative damping. In the 'ideal' limit, AK + 0, the same expressions reduce to
those previously derived for TAE modes [17, 181.

3. GLOBAL STABILITY ANALYSIS
AND EIGENMODE STRUCTURES
Equation (7) embraces, in a non-perturbative way,
equilibrium fluid and kinetic core plasma effects as
well as energetic particle dynamics with finite orbit
widths [9]. For this reason, it may be viewed as a unified description of TAEs, KTAEs and toroidal Alfvkn
energetic particle modes (EPMs) [9]. However, at the
same time, it is difficult to handle analytically for a full
2-D global stability analysis that derives the mode frequency and the radial envelope function. For this reason, a numerical code has been developed, which determines the 'Stokes structure' of the complex T plane
associated with the local dispersion function, Eq. (7),
and then finds the global eigenvalue by solving
ET'(I:'

=

q'(r)ek(r) dr

+ Bk(rl)G'(rl) - '9k(r2)4(r2))

(1 + p ) n

(17)

where, for convenience, a change of variable from T
to r has been performed, ET = 1 if e k ( T 1 ) = 0,
ET = -1 if B k ( q ) = T , and rj are the (complex)
radial WKBJ turning points, identified by the condition dF(w; T , 6k)/d6k = 0 along with the local dispersion relation F ( W ; T , e k ) = 0. In Eq. (17), 1 is the
radial mode number and p = 112 if the two turning
points correspond to the same e k value, or p = 0 if
they correspond to different 8k.
Taking into account that, for up-down symmetric
equilibria, WKBJ turning points occur at (el, = 0, T),
the locations of the turning points are simply deterNUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 35, No. 12 (1995)

mined from the local dispersion relation, F ( w ; T , 6k) =
0, for a fixed value of w and e k = 0, T . For this purpose, a Stokes plot associated with Eq. (7) is drawn
in the complex T plane. To solve Eq. (17), two turning
points must be found but, in general, more than two
will be present. The choice of the turning point pairs
to be connected is dictated by the Stokes structure of
the complex plane [9]. The phase integral in Eq. (17) is
then evaluated by joining the selected turning points
in the complex r plane along the path defined by
r = r1 + (r2 - r l ) t , with the parameter t varying
between 0 and 1. The global eigenvalue w , in turn,
is determined by evaluating the phase integral for five
different values of w and then using a five point interpolation scheme to obtain the value of w for which
Eq. (17) is satisfied. Such a procedure, iterated until
convergence is reached, allows us to follow easily the
various roots of the global dispersion relation when a
characteristic equilibrium parameter is varied.
In our simple model, most of the computing time
is used in the evaluation of the quantities Z f , G f , Hf
and L f . To this aim, the safety factor and the bulkplasma pressure profiles are kept fixed and the quantities Z f , G f , Hf and Lf are evaluated on a grid in the
complex r plane for real values of e k . The coefficients
of the Fourier expansions in '9k of Z f , G f , Hf and Lf
are in turn determined and tabulated (note that they
depend only on (si..)). The analytic continuation of
the expressions for Z f , G f , Hf and Lf in the complex
81, plane together with an interpolation in the complex
r plane is used to invert the local dispersion relation,
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Eq. (7), and to determine numerically the WKBJ ray
trajectories ek = & ( r ) .
After having determined a global eigenvalue for
which Eq. (17) is satisfied, a parameter such as the
energetic particle density is varied keeping safety factor and bulk-plasma pressure profiles fixed (thus, not
varying the s and a profiles). The previous solution
is used as a guess for the new global eigenvalue W . In
this way, the dependence of global frequency spectra
on relevant equilibrium parameters can be easily studied.
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FIG. 1. Radial location of the turning points and real eigenvalues W R normalized to the Alfve'n frequency in the centre W A O ,
Bulk and energetic-particle pressure effects as well as bulk electron and ion Landau damping are not included. The considered
toroidal mode number is n = 10. The dotted area is the Alfve'n
continuum. The radial mode numbers 1 are also shown.
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4. STABILITY OF TAE ON ITER
The code described above has been used to verify
whether global Alfven eigenmodes, such as TAE and
KTAE, are unstable for ITER-like parameters. We will
assume the following configuration as reference. The
aspect ratio, minor radius and toroidal magnetic field
are A = 2.63, a = 2.3 m and Bo = 5.7 T, respectively. The temperature and density profiles are given
by ne = no[l- ( ~ / a ) ~ ] and
" " T = To[l- ( T / ~ ) ~ ] " In
T .
the following, we will assume that TO= 20 keV and
no = 1.5 x lo2' mP3, an = 0.5 and a~ = 1 (thus
the total bulk plasma P on axis is Pbulk,O N 3.7%).
The q profile is given by a parabolic profile with
q on axis qo = 1.0 and q at the edge qa = 3.0.
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....
...
...
...
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The alpha particle density, n,, is evaluated from the
condition n, = ( m ) n ~ T / 4 T ~ dnDT
,
= ne/2, with
T s d ( S ) = 1.2 x 10-2Te(keV)3/2/ne(1020 mV3), and
(ow)computed from the Peres expression [21]. This
yields an alpha particle pressure profile given by p , =
p , , o [ l - (r/a)'Iahot, with shot N an + 3.5aT and an
alpha particle beta P,,o N 1.5%.
First, we will neglect the contribution of the energetic particles. In order to comment quantitatively on
the importance of the bulk plasma p in determining
the global stability properties of Alfvkn modes, we will
analyse three reference cases: P = 0, P = @bulk/:!
and P = @bulk. Electron and ion Landau damping
will also be neglected in this P parametric study. In
this way, we will be able to show how the increase
with P in the global mode damping is due to the
stronger interaction (as P increases) with the lower
Alfvkn continuum [18, 191. In Fig. 1 the radial location of the turning points and the real part of the
eigenvalue spectrum for different TAE are shown for
P = 0. The dotted regions indicate the Alfvkn continuum. The toroidal mode number considered is n = 10.
The thick lines connect the projection onto the real
axis of the locations of the (complex) turning points
r1 and r2. Neglecting radiative damping would result
in eigenvalue and radial positions of the turning points
being purely real quantities for the TAE branch and
the upper KTAE branch. It has to be noted that the
TAE modes are all located in the upper half of the fre-
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quency gap, because of the relatively large shear value
[2]. In Fig. 2(a), the radial turning point location and
the real part of the eigenvalue spectrum are shown for
p = pbulk/2. The finite-,B effects shift the global mode
frequencies toward the lower Alfvkn continuum [18],
transforming the TAE in mixed TAE/KTAE modes.
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In Fig. 2(b) the sequence of global TAE/KTAE eigenvalues is shown in the complex w plane. Note that
the global TAE/KTAE modes become more damped
as their real frequency moves deeper into the Alfvkn
continuum. In Fig. 3 the radial turning point location
and the real part of the mode frequency are shown
for a particular global eigenmode (radial mode number 1 = 1) as the bulk plasma p is increased. Note how
the finite-P effects shift the mode towards the lower
continuum making it strongly damped for higher bulkplasma p.
In Fig. 4 the radial localization and the real part
of the global eigenvalue spectrum are shown, for the
reference value ,B = pbulk, and for two values of the
toroidal mode number n = 10 (Fig. 4(a)) and n = 20
(Fig. 4(b)). Note that no pure TAE modes are present
in the gap because of the finite-pbu1k effects. Only
TAE/KTAE mixed modes are present in the upper
and lower continua. These modes already suffer a considerable damping, in the absence of an alpha particle
drive. Thus, we can foresee that their destabilization
will be harder than in the presence of pure TAEs. This
result confirms those of Ref. [9]; i.e. that ideal modes
(TAEs) are the most unstable ones. If TAEs, for sufficiently high pbulk, are caused to interact strongly with
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the lower Alfvkn continuum and, thus, to be damped,
only weak kinetic instabilities are left. In these conditions, strong instability can occur only for sufficiently
high energetic particle drive. Then, the energetic particle continuum modes (EPMs) [9] are excited, but the
analysis of these modes is beyond the scope of the
present work.
Next, we consider the dependence of the global
Alfvkn spectrum on the alpha particle p, for a selected
number of modes. In particular, an upper KTAE for
n = 10 and an upper KTAE and a lower mixed
TAE/KTAE mode for n = 20 have been chosen, to
discuss the dependence of the eigenfrequency on PE.
In Fig. 5 the dependence of the eigenfrequencies on
the alpha particle p is shown, with and without the
bulk electron and ion Landau damping included. All
the modes considered are shown to be stable, or at
least very close to marginal stability. It has to be noted
that the results obtained in this paper differ from those
presented in Ref. [16], where a perturbative approach
was considered for the relevant drive and damping
terms. In Ref. [16] weakly unstable lower KTAEs were
obtained for n 2 5 and PE = pa, but the conditions
for the perturbative approach to be valid are easily
violated for modes close to the AlfvQn continuum, as
already discussed in Refs [15, 161. The conclusions
about the results presented in this paper and those
in Ref. [16] about ITER-like equilibrium are nevertheless not significantly different, the considered modes
being close to marginality in both cases. Note that
this does not need to be the general case. Scenarios
can be envisaged in which non-perturbative analyses
lead to dramatically different conclusions, for example,
the prediction of a completely new EPM [9].
As a general consideration, the modes with higher
toroidal mode number tend to be less stable (or more
unstable) (in fact, the driving term related to the energetic particles is proportional to w* 0: Ice cx n).

-0.12

5 . CONCLUSIONS

-0.14

As a conclusion, we want to note that for the first
time a code that solves the 2-D mode structure and
global stability of Alfvh branches has been presented.
It uses a local dispersion relation that, in general, can
be obtained numerically or analytically. In the present
paper, a local dispersion relation obtained from the
two spatial-scale WKBJ formalism without employing perturbation theory in the treatment of drive and
damping terms has been used.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the growth (damping) rate on the normalized alpha particle beta /?E f P E / P a , f o r a n upper K T A E
(circles) with n = 1 0 , 1 = 1 , for a n upper K T A E (squares) with
n = 2 0 , 1 = 4 and f o r a lower K T A E (triangles) with n = 2 0 ,
1 = 2 . Open (filed) symbols refer to the bulk electron and i o n
Landau damping n c t included (included).
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Generally speaking, two different scenarios are foreseen to be dangerous for ITER. The first scenario is
the one in which ideal fluid modes (TAEs) are present
inside the continuum gap: in fact, finite-PE effects can
easily drive these modes unstable. From the preliminary analysis presented in the previous section this
is not the case for the reference ITER configuration
(To = 20 keV, no = 1.5 x lo2' m-3), as the finitePbulk effects shift the modes outside the continuum
gap towards the (lower) Alfvkn continuum. The second scenario is the one in which the toroidal Alfvkn
EPMs [9] are driven unstable by sufficiently high PE.
Again, the reference ITER configuration has too low a
PE to drive these modes unstable. Thus, ITER seems
to be in an intermediate situation, where only a variety of kinetic modes are present (see Fig. 4), which
are stable or close to marginal stability. In such a scenario, small changes in equilibrium profiles can modify
the stability properties of the Alfvkn spectrum. Moreover, non-perturbative analyses are required in such
a case. In fact, treating the kinetic effects perturbatively [16] predicts global unstable KTAE spectra for
n 2 5, whereas a fully non-perturbative treatment,
as done in the present paper, results in the mixed
TAE/KTAE modes being stable.
In the near future, this preliminary analysis for the
ITER scenario will be completed and applications to
the TFTR DT shots will also be considered.
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